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Lifestyle, Balance,
and Technology
In 2015, millennials became the biggest proportion of the US
workforce. Aided by the mass retirement of baby boomers and an
influx of young immigrant workers, Generation Y (as it’s otherwise
known) now accounts for over 53 million employees.
With even more baby boomers forecast
to retire soon and many Generation X
employees not far off either, this number
is only going to get bigger. But, why does
that matter?
Times are a-changing.
Well, many argue that millennials simply have a
different mindset than previous generations when
it comes to balancing their work and personal lives.
Whether that’s because of the rapid progression of
technology and the effect that it has had on industry
and employment, or a shift in lifestyle and attitudes,
intergenerational tension is a problem for many
employers.
So, what is it that makes this generation so different to
their mothers, fathers, and grandparents? And how as
employers can you get the best out of them?
We’ve taken a look at what it means to be a millennial,
why these differences have arisen, and what
businesses can do to get the best out of this new wave
of workers.

Generation Y
1981 - 1998

Quick Facts
Age: 18-35
% of workforce : 34%
Ave. salary: $35,000
70% own a computer
88% get news from
Facebook

21% have a Bachelors
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We’ve looked at
what it means to
be a millennial, why
these differences
have arisen, and
what businesses can
do to get the best
out of Gen Y.
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Differing lifestyles
One big factor that distinguishes this generation from the previous one is
the need for a stronger work/life balance. This may largely be down to the
change in lifestyle seen in younger people, compared to those of previous
generations.

What you need
to know.

How can your
business adapt?

Tips and tools of
the trade!

Marriage, traditionally signals a shift
into adulthood. Once married, people
leave home and move in with their
spouse. Now, young people aren’t
getting married like they used to.

With more disposable income and
less traditional responsibilities in
their personal lives, millennials
are undoubtedly more invested in
maintaining a better work/life balance.
They expect flexibility, and although
they will work late if they need to,
many of them may engage in activities
outside of the office that they need
time for too.

Encourage staff to let you know in
advance about anything that may
affect their work. Assure them that this
is for all of your benefits and not a way
to keep tabs on them. Many businesses
use scheduling software to help staff
coordinate their working hours, but
why not extend this to anything
outside of normal hours which could
affect work too?

Employers need to recognize and
address this. Most of all, they need
to speak to employees, so that they
can understand what the best way of
working is for them. By being honest,
transparent, and co-operating from
the start of your business relationship,
you should avoid problems in the long
run.

For example, if your employee knows
they have to leave the office on the
dot, every day this week because
of an external commitment, it might
be useful to know that before you
start allocating work to them on a
Friday afternoon. The outcome? Your
employee isn’t worried about not
completing work, and you have time
to find someone else to help in case a
project runs late.

In 1980, when many Generation X
couples were becoming adults, the
average age of marriage was just over
20. In 2015 the average age for a first
marriage was just shy of 30 for men,
and around 27 for women.
So, unlike previous generations,
millennials are now at an age
where they have independence
and a disposable income, but don’t
have husbands and wives at home.
As a result, their lifestyles are
understandably different.
Instead of cohabiting with
partners, many may live in rented
accommodation with friends or
colleagues or even remain in the family
home. In fact, the number of young
people (18-34) remaining in the family
home rose from around 20-25%
between 1960 and 1980 to a massive
31% in 2014. Perhaps, as a result of
both of these factors, homeownership
generally has seen a rapid decline since
2005.
Despite a turbulent economy, in
general, employees across the board
have a greater disposable income. Even
over the past year, the levels nationally
have risen substantially. These
employees now have more money and
want more time to spend it.

It’s all about understanding your
industry and how your staff wants
to work, according to veteran
restaurateur and podcaster, Eric James
Cacciatore:
“Flexible work schedules are huge in the
restaurant industry. People who work in
restaurants often have multiple jobs, are
in school, and leave very social lifestyles.
The faster you realize your restaurant
is not a priority for your workers, the
happier you will be. As soon as you
accept that and start accommodating
your team with systems and processes
to support flexible work schedules, the
happier everyone will be. You want
happy people serving your customers.”

Many email and calendar programs
will enable workers to book
appointments and meetings so you
have full visibility. You might also like
to invest into dedicated software like
Planday (http://planday.co.uk/) to help
things run smoothly.
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“They didn’t
grow up with
the typical 9-5
schedule. They’re
connected to
work at all
times.”
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Technology and the remote office
GenY has been connected to the internet since they were born. Thus, they
are generally savvy at all things technological and internet based. Did you
know that internet usage rates for 18-34-year-olds, are at around 99%?
Compare that to just 85% for over 35s.

What you need
to know.

How can your
business adapt?

Tips and tools of
the trade!

Computers became commonplace in
American homes during the 1980s
and 90s: exactly when millennials were
growing up.

Use your millennial workforce to help
others in your workforce who aren’t
as tech-savvy. Diffuse tension between
the generations by getting them to
collaborate with each other so they
can learn from each other.

If you want to offer the option but
you’re worried about the prospect
of not being able to keep an eye on
employees who are remote working,
then you’re not alone. There are
numerous tools out there if you’re
looking to make the shift, that can
help promote productivity and
accountability.

As well as understanding technology,
they also have a different relationship
with it, which can affect their
expectations in the office. Mike Buckner,
a Marketing Manager who employs
many millennials, commented:
“They didn’t grow up with the typical
9-5 schedule. They’re more used to
email and being connected to work at
all times.”
So what can businesses do to both
utilize their employee’s technological
expertise, while also giving them
the freedom to adapt to their own
schedule?
A different attitude towards work
and the internet means concepts like
remote working are more popular than
ever, especially among millennials.

The proportion of employees doing
some or all of their work from home
rose from 19% in 2003 to 24% in 2015,
revealing many employers are already
letting staff have this flexibility.
Remote work may not be the answer
for all millennials, though. Silvana Clark,
author of ‘Millennials Versus Boomers’,
said that in her experience:
“The majority of millennials actually
don’t mind working in an office, because
they like the give and take that comes
from socializing at work.”

Try something like Slack (https://slack.
com/) if you want to streamline and
centralize communication. Or, if you’d
still rather know exactly what your
employees are doing, invite them to
video conferences throughout the day
using Skype and easy tools such as Go
to Meeting (https://www.gotomeeting.
com/).
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Affirmation and collaboration
For older employees, it can sometimes seem difficult to engage with
millennials because of the way they work. While Generation X and baby
boomer employees are typically happy to work independently, millennials
enjoy collaboration and expect regular feedback and affirmation.

What you need
to know.

How can your
business adapt?

Tips and tools of
the trade!

Karen K. Myers and Kamyab
Sadaghiani, authors of ‘Millennials
in the Workplace: A Communication
Perspective on Millennials’ Organizational Relationships and Performance’,
explain:

For older employees, it can sometimes
seem difficult to engage with millennials because of the way they work.
While Generation X and baby boomer
employees are typically happy to work
independently, millennials enjoy collaboration and expect regular feedback
and affirmation.

There are some great brainstorming
tools out there that offer employees
the opportunity to work together. Idea
Flip (https://ideaflip.com/) is one great
tool that allows users to share and
comment on each other’s ideas and
images.

“Popular literature and academic sources
have argued that this need for affirmation derives from the constant flow of
supportive messages millennials have
received from parents, teachers, and
coaches throughout their childhood.”
It’s not just affirmation, though - different lifestyles and more fluid working
schedules mean that offices are often,
at least on the surface, less traditionally ‘professional’, with boundaries
between work and home starting to
blur. Huffington Post authors, Kari
Dunn Saratovsky and Derrick Feldmann, think this shift can actually be
beneficial to businesses, with 24-hour
service expected:
“They’ll happily take work calls from
home, check their email on “off-hours,”
and even view co-workers as friends in
real life and online.”
Indeed, a study by Millennial Branding
and Identified.com that examined the
profiles of 4 million Facebook pages
found that, on average, millennials are
connected to 16 coworkers on Facebook — proof of their willingness to
blend their work and personal lives.

The most important thing a business
can do is to encourage a culture of
feedback. While constructive feedback
is a must and often the first thing that
comes to mind for many employers,
positive feedback and affirmation are
just as important.
While millennials certainly desire this
more than other age groups, that
doesn’t mean your older employees
wouldn’t appreciate a bit of praise
when they do a good job as well.

This helps you to prepare effectively
for creative meetings and make sure
you and your team of millennials have
the same focus.
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Social responsibility and conscience
The ‘millennial mindset’ is indicative of many different changes in our
society, not least a shift towards greener and more socially conscious living.

What you need
to know.

How can your
business adapt?

Tips and tools of
the trade!

While this may not seem like an immediate priority, issues like the environment are, like technology, inherently
more obvious and pressing to many
young people.

The way to really analyze and implement how your businesses should
adapt to the shift in millennial culture
is, again, to listen to what they have to
say. While, generally, millennials are
more concerned with elements such as
the environment, you won’t know until
you’ve spoken to them to what extent
that is.

Encourage staff to use online charity
fundraising tools such as Just Giving
(https://www.justgiving.com/) to raise
money when doing sponsored events,
that way you can raise extra money
for charities and offer staff incentives,
such as matching the money they raise
independently.

As consumers, millennials are willing
to pay for products that come from
companies with a social conscience,
and it’s becoming more common with
the younger generation too. According to Nielsen:
“The percentage of respondents aged
15 - 20, also known as Generation
Z, who are willing to pay more for
products and services that come from
companies who are committed to positive social and environmental impact
[went up] from 55% in 2014 to 72% in
2015.”
With a more relaxed work environment
and more crossover between home
and work life, employees now expect
their employers to care about the
things that they care about.

Ask what their priorities are for the
company and what they’d do differently. Baby boomers and Generation
Xers may be surprised to find they’ll
often get useful and pertinent insight
into contemporary issues.

It also gives businesses something
they can easily share with customers,
consumers, and employees to help
promote the charities and the work
that you’re doing.
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Loyalty and education
Millennials are much more likely to switch jobs and don’t necessarily stay in
the same job roles, or even sectors, for long periods of time. A 2016 Gallup
survey revealed that 21% of people in this age range had changed jobs in
the past year, almost three times as many as any other age group.

What you need
to know.

How can your
business adapt?

Tips and tools of
the trade!

Many in professional roles have
benefitted from further and higher
education, and as such, expect quick
progression when they start a role.
They may also want to continue their
education and look for opportunities to
get new training and skills. According
to research we carried out in 2014,
30% of young people said they plan
on returning to education in the next
5 years.

Staff retention is extremely important
for any business. It can save you the
vital time and money that’s required
to find new staff. Promoting loyalty
is difficult, and there is no quick fix or
one-size-fits-all strategy. Try to get an
insight into why employees are leaving
by always conducting exit interviews
and attempt to spot common themes.

Although it may not be financially
viable for you to send out all your employees on expensive external training
schemes, there are other ways you can
educate staff.

More than anything, millennials
just want to learn, as Adam Smiley
Poswolsky, author of The Quarter-Life
Breakthrough: A Guide for Millennials
to Find Meaningful Work, explains:
“Millennials will work hard when you
get serious about investing in their skills
development. Young talent wants the
opportunity to learn from someone with
expertise; they want that on-the-ground
experience to happen today, not tomorrow—and certainly not in five years.”

For example, if a number of valuable
millennial employees leave and cite a
lack of progressional opportunities, see
how you can resolve that issue. Can
you change to a more horizontal style
of progression and allow for specialists
within departments?

Online course portals like Pluralsight
are great for creative and digital technical courses, or you may like to check
your local college’s online facilities.
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